
The proposal for an atlas of York
The first British Historic Towns Atlas was published in

1969 and contained maps of eight towns and cities, along

with an introductory text outlining their history and

topographical development, presented as a folio hardback

volume1. The co-author of the essay on and maps of

Nottingham was Prof. Maurice Barley who by 1972 had

become Chairman of the Council for British

Archaeology’s Urban Research Committee, a member of

the Historic Towns Trust (HTT) which is the body behind

the British Historic Towns Atlas, and chairman of the then

newly-founded York Archaeological Trust (YAT). In that

year York was faced with the need for an extensive

programme of archaeological excavation and research in

advance of planned urban redevelopment. Barley saw that

much of the preliminary research for the archaeological

work would be the same as that needed for an atlas. The

archaeological assessment of an area undergoing

development usually includes the use of maps to predict

what might be found in excavation; so an historical atlas of

a town is a useful resource for archaeologists. He also

rightly predicted that the planned campaigns of excavation

would be likely to define, from archaeological sources,

many of the questions remaining about the topographical

development of York throughout the two millennia of its

history. A Historic Towns Atlas (HTA) of York therefore

seemed an essential publication and it also seemed

sensible to make the HTA of York a joint project between

the HTT and YAT. 

Each atlas is compiled primarily by historians (but

sometimes by archaeologists) whose knowledge of the

topographic development of the town can be harnessed to

compile maps of the phases of the development of the

town, and to write an accompanying essay to explain the

maps. In the case of the York volume, the intention was

that archaeologists from YAT were to collect

archaeological information and compile both maps and

essays as part of their normal work schedule. However, the

scale of work of YAT became so enormous that its officers

were effectively unable to set aside the time needed to

work on a HTA as well as fulfil more pressing obligations.

As a result, although the amount of information about

York’s complex history grew almost exponentially with

the number of excavations that took place (and

understanding of the city’s topographical development

grew accordingly), it became evident that an HTA of York

would not be forthcoming in the near future (that of the

1970s).

By the 1980s, the publication of the York HTA was

still not on the horizon, but public interest in local history

in general and York’s in particular was growing2. An outlet

was therefore sought for the information that YAT had

gathered, the preference being for publication of it in map

form. The result was two maps (Historical Map and Guide
— Roman and Anglian York and Historical Map and Guide
— Viking and Medieval York) produced by YAT. These

maps were published by Ordnance Survey and had modern

OS 1:2500 mapping as a base, with thematic symbols

added to identify the sites of finds, the routes of streets and

the positions of the key buildings in those periods. The

maps were complemented by a series of short essays on

aspects of the city’s history, colour photographs, and

additional small-scale maps showing specific themes (e.g.

the kingdom of Northumbria). 

However, the publication of these maps was not a

substitute for a full HTA of York, and work on compiling
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one continued under the direction of Peter Addyman who

was Director of YAT from 1972 to 2002. The historians

and archaeologists who had been working for YAT

continued to work on the York HTA on a voluntary basis

after moving on from YAT. As with many projects that rely

on the goodwill of volunteers, progress was slow, although

the involvement of the drawing office of YAT in producing

maps helped the process move forward. Production has

been speeded up with the involvement of the author who

has helped finally to bring the atlas to fruition, and the

atlas was published in December 2015. In the interim, an

extract from the principal map from the York atlas was

published as a separate, spin-off product (Figure 1). The

map is in the form of a folded sheet map, with, on the

reverse, a gazetteer giving a brief history of the city’s most

important buildings, along with illustrations. The map-

cover caries a short (1300 word) history of the city. The

careful thought that has gone into the design of the map

(and of the publication as a whole) was acknowledged by

the award of the Stanfords Award for Printed Mapping and

the British Cartographic Society’s Award for 2014.

Since the publication of the early atlases in the

British Historic Towns Atlas series, the publication has

changed in format. The first three volumes were large-

format hardback books. However, the major drawback of

this format is that it is not possible to compare two maps of

a town at different dates unless you possess two atlases and

can place the maps side-by-side. The most recent HTA

volumes (starting with Windsor and Eton) are now

published as a series of A2 maps, folded to A3, and

Figure 1. The spin-off map from the York atlas won two

awards and makes available a great deal of map information

at an affordable price

Figure 2. The contents of the equivalent atlas of Windsor and Eton: a fascicule containing the introduction and the gazetteer

of principal places, and the maps of the town printed on separate sheets for easy comparison purposes
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inserted into a large card portfolio, also containing the

introductory history and a reference gazetteer as a printed

and bound text fascicule (Figure 2). This format is similar

to that adopted by a number of other European atlas

projects and it has the substantial advantage that the maps

can be laid side-by-side for comparison purposes. The

disadvantage is the possibility of losing individual sheets

from the publication. As a result, a list of all the sheets

contained in the atlas is printed on the pocket inside the

portfolio, to check that all the contents are accounted for. 

Producing the atlas
One of the requirements of the European historic towns

atlas series is the inclusion of a principal map for each

town, at a scale of 1:2500. This map provides a summary

of the history of each town by plotting the sites of the key

medieval and post-medieval buildings on the base of a

map of the city in the mid nineteenth century. The mid

nineteenth century is chosen as the date before when

industrialisation began to alter the topography of the town

for ever. In the case of York, the city’s first large-scale OS

map was digitized. This is a remarkable map in many

ways, and it is fortunate that it is now freely available to

consult online3. The map data were surveyed between

1849 and 1851 and the plan published in September and

October 1851 on 21 separate sheets at a scale of 1:1056 (5

ft. to one mile or about 97.4 cm to 1 km). 

Each map sheet was converted to vector digital data

by the capture of the majority of the features shown.

Principal map features (including buildings, yards, roads

and paths, trees, property and field boundaries, water

features, and labels) were digitized but minor features

(such as kerbs, benchmarks, post boxes, etc.) were

omitted. The maps were then joined into a seamless map

database, using ARCInfo (now ArcGIS) software. The

work of digitizing (and all subsequent map production)

was undertaken by the cartographic firm of Lovell Johns

who have been involved with the British HTA since its

inception; Col. Henry Johns was amongst the founders of

the HTA project and was the topographic editor of the first

three volumes.

After digitizing, the map has been edited to give it

topological consistency. The GIS data were captured in

coverages enabling cartographic enhancement to take

place. The data were exported to Adobe Illustrator for the

creation of a printed map. Building polygons have been

filled, and names have been added, based on the names

appearing on the 1851 map, but edited as necessary

(Figure 3). The process of vector digitizing and the editing

necessary to produce a consistent and comprehensive

digital map database involved a huge amount of work. 

The resulting digital database is the foundation of the

principal printed map of the volume. It forms the base map

to which the sites of historical features have been added.

These features are York’s main public buildings, defences

and monuments, divided into two chronological phases:

medieval (defined as before c.1540) and post-medieval

(between c.1540 and c.1850). Ordinary houses and house

plots are shown, but not emphasized, even if they are

medieval4. It is the larger public buildings and structures

that have been emphasized (Figure 4). While there is no

strict definition of public, in the case of York they are

largely buildings which fulfilled a religious (e.g. York

Minster), civic (Mansion House), royal (the King’s

Manor), legal (the Assize Courts), charitable or medical

(almshouses, hospitals), educational (St Peter’s School),

commercial (Market Crosses), or community (the

Assembly Rooms) function. Buildings which had an

industrial use or were related to transport are shown as a

separate category; York’s early railway station within the

walls is a good example of this category. York’s well-

known walls, bars (gateways), and defences are clearly

shown.

The result of this work is a map that summarizes the

many centuries of York’s history on one graphic. In some

places, both lost medieval and post-medieval buildings are

Figure 3. An extract from the 1:1056 OS map digitized to

form the base map for the project. The OS captured many

details, including the interior layouts of buildings

Figure 4. The same map area as Figure 3 but as rendered on

the York atlas’s principal map. The gold buildings represent

medieval buildings still extant in 1850 and their striped

equivalents are medieval buildings which had disappeared

by then. The pink buildings are the main post-medieval

public buildings
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shown on the same site where an earlier building was later

redeveloped. It is a graphic challenge to show these sites,

but clarity is of the essence in this, as in any, map.

However, the colour scheme devised originally by Lovell

Johns has been successful and a clear distinction can be

seen between the two phases of historical development. 

The Illustrator file for this principal map (covering

the whole historic city at a scale of 1:2500) has been

divided into five sheets for printing. The printed sheets are

A2 size and bled so that they can be assembled into a

single map sheet. Four sheets would cover the city but the

central area would then not appear on a single sheet, so a

fifth sheet (also bled) covers York’s historic core.

This map has in turn become a base map for a series

of thematic town-development maps showing York at

different times in its history. The base map is a

monochrome version of the principal map, with buildings

and plots shown in outline. It has been rescaled to 1:5000,

thereby fitting the whole of historic York onto an A2 sheet.

Onto this base thematic information is shown in colour.

Each of these supplementary maps shows the city’s extent

and main buildings or structures at an indicative point in

its development5. The buildings shown are divided by

function into ‘ecclesiastical’ and ‘secular’. This is an

arbitrary distinction in that some buildings in church or

monastic ownership were used for what we would now

consider secular functions, but it is a useful distinction to

make for the atlas user (Figure 5). In addition to public

buildings and structures (e.g. York’s castle and city walls),

each map shows the likely extent of settlement at the date

of the map.

Since these town-development maps are also by

nature summary maps, additional black and white maps

have been included in the text. These maps have been used

to illustrate specific themes (e.g. damage to the city during

the Siege of York in the Civil War), smaller geographical

areas within the city which need to be shown in more

detail (e.g. the Minster Close), or areas of York’s

hinterland which are beyond the geographical coverage of

the colour maps (Figure 6). 

Issues arising from the atlas
The production of maps showing a place in the past has

inherent difficulties. It is therefore worth looking at some

of the generic issues arising in the course of the production

of the atlas, many of which will be familiar to practising

cartographers.

Quality of data
The first such difficulty is that of obtaining data of

consistent quality and quantity. In chronological order, the

Figure 6. An example of a thematic map appearing in the text. In this case, the map is of the administrative area around York

known as the Ainsty, over which York had jurisdiction until 1836

Figure 5. York, 1836
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sources of information for historical maps are

archaeological, written, and map evidence. 

Evidence for the earliest phases of development

depends heavily on archaeology. Even in York which has

been very well investigated archaeologically, a lot is

known about many relatively small sites, but most areas

have not been investigated archaeologically. Any historical

map of the early period must therefore use a great deal of

extrapolation from, and interpolation of, information from

these sporadic sites. 

The map of York from the sixth to the ninth centuries

is an example. This is the period in York’s history about

which the least is known; mapping it therefore requires the

most speculation. On the map, we show the area of

settlement of the city as two categories symbolized by two

transparent tones of brown (Figure 7): 

• area of possible Anglian settlement or activity; and 

• area of sporadic Anglian settlement or activity 

The wording of the legend entries is deliberately cautious

since it is hard to know how far to extend the tones of

colour used for these two categories. Discovery of objects

or remains of this period is evidence of Anglian settlement,

but the absence of such finds is not evidence of no

settlement! 

As cartographers are aware, once a symbol is placed

on a map, it assumes an authority and ‘definiteness’ which

it may not merit. A well-designed map looks authoritative

but the map-reader has no way of assessing the degree of

certainty the cartographer has in placing a symbol, or of

the quality of data underlying it. In this example, bands of

settlement look certain but are in reality the result of a

degree of guesswork on the part of the historian behind it.

The research is thorough and well informed, but there is

necessarily a degree of intuition behind the data rather than

certainty. 

Similarly, the Roman roads shown on a number of

maps are located through the extrapolation of the known

location of finds. However, in most places along their

courses, there is no direct archaeological evidence of a

Roman road. Where evidence of Roman roads exists, it is

not always obvious how different roads joined up. In the

case of the map of York c.200AD, at least one road is

shown completely detached from all others. Common

sense dictates the unlikeliness of this situation, but it has

been left shown as separate and unconnected. To do

otherwise might infer a junction or connection to another

road for which there is no evidence. 

For maps which are nearer in date to our own time,

the sources of information used to compile it are likely to

be more numerous and more reliable. Multiple sources of

information may be corroborative. Archaeology is

supplemented by written evidence, and then by map

evidence. York is fortunate in that documentary evidence

on the topographic development of the city exists from the

eleventh century onwards. Map evidence really begins

with John Speed’s map of the early seventeenth century

which, although planimetrically inaccurate, contains much

useful information. It can be used for example (in

conjunction with other sources) to work out how much of

the city was settled at that time. A number of later maps of

the city, especially the eighteenth plans of John Cossins

(1722), Peter Chassereau (1750, and Thomas Jefferys

(1771), are invaluable sources of information on which

streets and buildings existed at a particular date.

It is worth asking the following question: does a

variable degree of certainty in the quality and reliability of

source information shown in an historical atlas render it of

doubtful value? In essence, I would argue not. A

reasonably intelligent reader will be aware that, as maps

depict times increasingly remote from our own, the less

certain will be the information shown. Surely, the purpose

of a historical atlas is to map where things (probably)

were. Ultimately I would argue that it is more useful to

plot something on a map and risk it being wrong than to

leave the reader guessing where it might have been. That is

surely the purpose of an historical atlas. A map with no

symbols but an apology saying that the author is uncertain

is of very little use.

Positional accuracy
The compilation of a map involves determining what

information to show, which symbols to use, and where

those symbols should be placed. In using a base map of

1850, the city shown in the background may not be the city

of today and determining the accurate location of

information in relation to the map of 1850 often proved

difficult. Although much of central York is the same now

as in 1850, much has also changed (e.g. the large area

called Hungate to the south-east of the city walls; Figure

8). Most of the information was supplied in the form of

small map extracts showing the site of archaeological finds

set against a modern OS large-scale map. It was then often

SoC BULLETIN Vol 49 7

Figure 7. An extract from the town-development map of

Anglian York showing the two bands of colour used to

denote area of possible or likely settlement
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difficult to tie in the modern map precisely with its 1850

equivalent. False friends lured: street alignments may have

subtly but critically changed; street names have changed;

river banks have been formalized or moved substantially;

and some walls apparently have a habit of moving.

Moreover, two modern map sources purportedly showing

the same place may not agree. As a result, the lot of the

cartographic editor is not always a happy one, and a degree

of expediency (‘fudge’, to use the common term) is often

necessary.

The discovery of significant distortion in the paper

maps digitized to form the base map provided further

problems. The result of the distortion was that, although

the digital GIS file used to create the principal map had

been georeferenced, it appeared to have been transformed

to a single co-ordinate point, and not rectified to a large

number of reference points. The map had not been

‘rubber-sheeted’. A regular overlying grid (of 250m

intervals) was added to the map, but when used to plot

thematic map information, it was apparent that there was

a measurable mismatch between the position suggested by

the grid and the position known from the context of the

information. 

Although this is clearly not desirable, it can be

argued that it is not of huge consequence, for a number of

reasons. Firstly, the grid added to the map is of more use as

a location-finding tool than as a measuring tool. Secondly,

the map is not designed to replace the large-scale OS map

but to complement it, and it is hard to imagine most map

readers taking precise measurements from it. Thirdly, the

scale of the map, at 1:2500 is quite generalized. We

proceeded to use the local context of background

information for the plotting of thematic data, rather than

the grid, and have added a brief note to the map to explain

that the grid as printed may not match the modern OS

national grid. There is also an explanatory note to that

effect in the atlas’s introduction and gazetteer.

One consequence of the uncertainty in the precise

placing of information is the occasional unintentional

clash of two symbols. In the case of the map of Anglian

York, Roman roads were plotted as a back-drop to the

Anglian settlement6. However, the plotted position of an

Anglian building discovered in excavation (and therefore

in a known location) clashed with the apparent course of

the Roman road in the background. The Roman road was

an extrapolation from known points, but its precise course

is unknown. No Roman road was found in the excavation

which revealed the Anglian building. As a result, the

course of the Roman roads on this and other maps was

revisited and adjusted accordingly. This change was

undertaken in conjunction with the authors of the maps,

and with their joint agreement.

The anachronistic inclusion of mapped
information
The atlas includes a series of maps showing York at

different periods, often at centennial dates (c.1500, c.1600,

etc.). The prefix circa has been added to these dates since

the maps summarize the situation around a particular year,

not at that precise date. There are, however, topographical

features which appear and disappear between the dates of

the maps. Some of these features are of high importance

and, although they should not strictly be shown on a map

of a particular date, omitting them may be unhelpful to the

map reader. An example of this phenomenon arose in the

form of the synagogue and Jewish cemetery of York. The

Jewish cemetery, located to the north-east of the city walls

in an extensive plot, was in place by the later twelfth

century and the synagogue by the later thirteenth century,

but both were gone by 1290. Strictly, neither the

synagogue nor the cemetery should have been placed on

either the map of 1100 or 1300. They were, however,

shown on the map of 1300 rather than being omitted

altogether because of their considerable importance to the

8 SoC BULLETIN Vol 49

Figure 8. The area of York called Hungate. In 1850, the area

was the subject of new terraces of houses which were swept

away in the twentieth century. It has recently been

redeveloped again and was the subject of a large-scale

archaeological investigation

Figure 9. The site of the Jewish cemetery shown on the map

of York c.1300
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social structure of the city and to its topographical

development (Figure 9). A degree of anachronism can be

tolerated if it is in the wider interest of the publication. The

inclusion of a gazetteer in the atlas helps to provide

additional information to the atlas’s users, including the

dates of appearance and disappearance of features.

Editorial differences of opinion
With more than one contributing author, it is likely that

differences of opinion will occur. Differences can occur

over the position of features where there is uncertainty; on

the name(s) by which a feature was known; and on the size

or extent or planform of the feature if its precise nature is

unknown. For example, there is documentary evidence of

the existence of churches whose dedication and

approximate position is known, but whose size, shape,

plan and precise location are not. It is therefore useful to

have a general editor who will decide such matters, and it

is the duty of cartographic editors (and often to their

relief!) to pass on such disputes to the general editor for

settlement. In the case of the York atlas, the exact position

of the almonry attached to the large and influential abbey

of St Mary is unknown, but a number of possible locations

emerged. As a result, its position and shape changed on

different working copies of the principal map before the

final location and size were agreed upon (Figures 10 and

11).

Naming features
The policy of labelling features on an historical map needs

careful consideration. The names of topographical features

change remarkably often throughout history — comparing

street names of almost any place in the nineteenth century

with their equivalents today will reveal how many changes

have taken place, for example. Topographical features may

commonly be known by more than one name, and

spellings of names were not really standardized until the

nineteenth century and their appearance on OS maps.

Maps in the York atlas generally carry the names of

features (principally streets) as they were known at the

date of the map. There has to be a certain degree of

flexibility in this approach since the names of only a few

features have been recorded consistently throughout

history. As a result, although we may be certain of the

name of a feature in 1300 and can confidently name it on

the map of that date, another feature may have had names

recorded in 1130 and in 1400, but not in 1300. A decision

has to be taken as to what to name it on the map of 1300. 

The nearer to the present we come, the more certain

we can be of the names of features. For the earliest maps of

the city, since no information is known about what they

were called, the decision was taken to use their modern

names. It is useful for the map reader to have a street name

added to the map because reference can be made to it in the

introductory history that accompanies the atlas maps, and

also in the gazetteer that lists all the named features on the

map. The map label therefore ties in the map to the text.

Names which have known variants were

standardized. The church of St Peter near Walmgate was

variously known as St Peter-le-Willows (note hyphens), St

Peter le Willows, and St Peter in the Willows. The editorial

decision was made to standardize on St Peter-le-Willows.

Likewise, the church of St Martin in Coney Street has

become known as St Martin-le-Grand, but it transpires that

this is a twentieth-century name, and not used by the time

of the principal map in the atlas. The name used is

therefore simply St Martin, and reference to it in the texts

is St Martin, Coney Street to distinguish it from other St

Martins.
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Figure 11. See caption for Figure 10Figure 10. The exact location of St Mary’s Abbey almonry in

uncertain. During the compilation of the atlas, its position

was moved, its shape altered and precinct boundary

changed
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Collating evidence from different sources
The atlas includes illustrations which complement the

maps and the introductory text and gazetteer. These are in

the form of photographs (many of them nineteenth

century), aerial photographs, engravings, paintings, and

reproductions of early maps. Illustrations aid the reader of

the volume to visualise what the authors are discussing in

the text. 

Illustrations have also informed the maps in that they

have acted as sources of information for compilation.

However, they can also be contradictory sources, in that

they may show different things. Artists may have used

licence in their depiction of a scene (foreshortened

perspective, the anachronistic juxtaposition of two

buildings, adjacency of buildings or other topographical

features which were not in fact next to one another, etc.),

and early maps are of variable planimetric accuracy. As a

result, judgement is needed when assembling maps using

illustrations as sources, and assessment has to be made

about their reliability. As with maps, a well-executed

painting looks more believable than a poorly drawn one,

but may ultimately be more misleading.

Conclusion
The British Historic Towns Atlas of York was published in

December 2015, with an official launch planned for

February 2016 (Figure 12). It will retail at £70 which is a

modest sum for a large-format publication with a

substantial text fascicule and twenty-four A2 colour sheets

of maps and illustrations, as well as a CD containing the

majority of the maps as PDFs. It is the end of a project

started more than forty years ago and is the result of a

substantial investment of time and money7. It is perhaps

impossible to overstate the amount of effort that has gone

into the compilation of the maps, the length and

complexity of research underlying it, the number of

decisions made about the features shown, and also the

commitment of the authors and the volume editor to the

project. As a project to map the past, it is probably typical

in terms of the cartographic issues that it has raised, and in

the editorial decisions that have been made. It is to be

hoped that it will be well received and that it will form the

basis for future research and perhaps subsequent editions.
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Figure 12. The cover of the atlas
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